ONLINE ONLY AUCTION

INDUSTRY LEADING MEDICAL SUPPLY MANUFACTURER
550 Research Parkway
Meriden, CT 06450

DATE: Bidding Ends Tuesday, October 17th at 10:00 A.M. EDT

INSPECTION: Monday, October 16th from 9:00 A.M.–4:00 P.M.

HIGHLIGHTS:
- 2017 GKS Liquid Sachet Filling & Sealing Machine
- 2018 EMKON FLEXPICK SP Cartoner
- (12) HMC Products Form, Fill, Seal Machines
- FELDMEIER Stainless Steel Mixing Tanks
- FLEXICON Bulk Debagging & Powder Conveyor System
- Hazmat Storage Cabinets
- Material Handling Equipment
- Factory Support Equipment
- And More!

For complete catalog crgllc.com 1.800.300.6852
HIGHLIGHTS

- 2017 GKS FB 640 HAS High-Speed 4-Side Liquid Sachet Filling and Sealing Machine, equipped with filling pumps/day tank, vision system, outfeed conveyor with sample shoot, personnel platforms/ladders

- 2018 EMKON FLEXPICK SP Cartoner Fully Automated High-Speed Cartoner, equipped with Cognex vision system, (6) high-speed Staubli robots, servo driven cartoner with (2) Nordson glue systems and outfeed conveyors equipped with inline carton labelers, (6) 2017 Staubli TS80 robot arm with CS8C-TS80 robot controller

- (11) HMC Products IM-714 Horizontal Form/Fill/Seal Machine, with vibratory feeding bowls

- HMC Products IM-714 Horizontal Form/Fill/Seal Machine, rebuilt with servo.

DATE: Bidding Ends Tuesday, October 17th at 10:00 A.M. EDT
INSPECTION: Monday, October 16th from 9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.
HIGHLIGHTS, CONTINUED

- (4) FELDMEIER Vertical Stainless Steel Mixing Tanks, 2,500-gallon
- FLEXICON Bulk Debagging and Powder Conveyor System
- (4) DENIOS Hazmat Storage Cabinets
- (4) SHIBUYA HOPPMAN PLC Controlled Swab Sorters, with feeder cubes

DATE:
Bidding Ends
Tuesday, October 17th
at 10:00 A.M. EDT

ONLINE BIDDING ONLY!

For complete catalog crgliic.com
1.800.300.6852
HIGHLIGHTS, CONTINUED

- 2018 ATLAS COPCO Mdl. ZT145-8.6, oil free, air cooled, fixed speed, rotary screw compressor
- NEW Twin Screw Diaphragm and Displacement Pumps
- Stainless Steel Pump and Filter Skids
- Gaylord Tippers and Barrel Lifts
- New Interlake Flow Racking System
- Pallet Racks
- Lockers
- FLEXLINK Conveyors
- Case Tapers
- BURT Waste Trough
- (4) Floor Scales
- Much More

For complete catalog crgllc.com
1.800.300.6852

(2) Q-PUMP STAINLESS STEEL TWIN-SCREW STAINLESS STEEL PUMPS

INTERLAKE FLOW RACKING

LOCKERS BANKS AND BENCHES

(1 OF 4) SPANTECH STAINLESS STEEL ELEVATING CONVEYORS

ASSORTED BOX TAPERS

VESTIL BARREL CARTS

(2 OF 5) GAYLORD HYDRAULIC DUMPERS

HYDRAULIC BARREL CRUSHER (NEVER USED)

TERMS OF SALE: To be sold in accordance with CRG Terms of Sale as published on our websites and in the auction catalog. A buyer’s premium will apply. All Covid-19 safety protocols will be implemented.